
 

  Reminder!!! Do you know someone who should be our next Safety Hero? 

Send me an email at paul.molnar@bennettig.com to nominate someone. 

Unsafe Update 
 

As we move into week #4 of our Unsafe Driving Prevention 

Plan, we are beginning to see some positive movement in 

reducing the number of Unsafe Violations. More importantly, 

thanks to those that openly admit we may have saved them 

a violation. For example, we have had many drivers admit 

that they didn’t know they could not use a restricted lane to 

pass or to move over for merging traffic. Even the most experienced and 

best of the best can get complacent from time to time. 

 

Please continue our Safety is Priority One commitment to raise the 
awareness by sharing safety tips and messages. We all have families and 
loved ones on the roads every day. You can have a positive effect on a 
driver’s behavior by simply thanking them for what they do and providing a 
brief safety tip. We owe it to all of our professionals 

 
How the Solar Eclipse Effects Bennett Drivers 
 

 

 

 
*Accident Alert* 
 

 
 

Recently, we have seen 

increases in right turn squeeze 

accidents. This is when one of 

our professionals makes a wide 

swing and another vehicle 

attempts to pass them on the 

right. We see this mostly with 

motorcycles and young drivers. 

While the majority of these are 

not the fault of our 

professionals, many of them 

can still be prevented. To 

decrease your chances of being 

involved in a right turn 

squeeze: 

 Turn your signal on early to 

get the attention of those 

behind you. 

 Protect your area to the right 

by not leaving enough space 

so a car can get between you 

and the area on the right. 

 If you must swing wide, turn 

slowly so you can stop quickly 

if needed and focus on your 

mirrors and blind spots. 

 Don’t let others push you into 

an unsafe act, stay calm. 

Someone blowing their horn is 

better than you rushing and 

having an accident. 

 Fender mirrors are a great tool 

and can be very helpful in 

controlling your blind spots. 
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